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ABS TRACT
Some kinematic, dynamic, and thermodynamic s�ructures of a multiple

5 August 1982 in Colorado, were
1845, 1847, and 1850 MDT. Dual Doppler data

microburst-producing storm, wh:ich occurre d on
studied for three analysis times at

collected during the project of Joint Airport Weather Studies (JAWS) at Den
ver's Stapleton International Airport were objectively analyzed to produce a three
dimensional wind field. The domain of interest had a horizontal dimensi9n of

15 km
15 km covering three microbursts. There were five analysis levels in the vertical
ranging from 0.25 to 1.25 km AGL. The horizontal and vertical grid spacings were
0.5 and 0.25 km, respectively. Vertical velocities were computed by integrating the
by

anelastic continuity equation upward from the surface. Subsequently, fields of devi
ation perturbation pressure and temperature were recovered from a detailed wind
field using the three momentum equations. These fields were then subjected to

in

ternal consistency checks to determine the level of confidence before interpretation.
Results show that the microbursts being investigated are embedded within the

high-reflectivity cores with heavy precipitation. A wet microburst is accompanied
by the misocyclone at levels above

0. 75 km

in the downdraft. It has the slowly

descending down.flow forming a cold core at the lowest levels due to the evaporation
of raindrops. Near the gust front (GF), a mesocyclone-like circulation develops in

the area where the warm, dry environmental air interacts with the negatively buoy
ant microburst outflow. High pressure forms inside the microburst core with low
pressure in the strong wind regions. Pronounced horizontal pressure gradients occur
from the microburst center outward to balance the strong diverging outflow that
region. The retrieved pressure and temperature fields agree well with the storm's
kinematic structure. The combined effects of misocyclone circulations, perturbation
pressure gradients, buoyancy and precipitation loading are responsible for maintain
ing the microburst downdrafts in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
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INTRODUCTION

In the Doppler study by Wilson et al. (1984), a microburst is defined as
a downdraft-induced, damaging horizontal flow near the surface, whose hori
zontal dimension is less than 4 km, and whose differential velocity is greater
than 10 m/s. Using the dual-Doppler data collected during the Joint Air
port Weather Studies (JAWS) project, Lin et al. (1987) and Lin and Hughes
(1987) investigated the kinematic, dynamic, and thermodynamic structures of
a microburst-producing thunderstorm which occurred on 14 July 1982 in Col
orado. This storm produced a single microburst with considerable intensity.
Dual-Doppler data collected from 1646 to 1648 MDT (mountain daylight time)
were analyzed to produce a three-dimensional wind field. The thermodynamic
retrieval method of Gal-Chen (1978) was then employed to recover fields of
deviation perturbation pressure and temperature. Results showed that the mi
croburst being investigated was embedded within the high-reflectivity region
with heavy precipitation. A strong downflow impinged on the surface, produc
ing a stagnation mesohigh pressure area inside'the microburst. This mesohigh
was accompanied by low pressure in the strongest outflow regions, forming a
pronounced horizontal perturbation-pressure gradient outward from the high
pressure center. Such pressure patterns were in good agreement with the sur
face observations in similar cases for two different storms. The outflow regions
extended from the surface to approximately 1 km height with maximum diver
gence in excess of 10-2 s-1• The outflow air was negatively buoyant due to
evaporation in the outskirt of the microburst. The microburst had a warm
cored structure, as compared to the environmental virtual temperature, due
to a strong downflow embedded within the wet environment. The retrieved
buoyancy field agreed well with the updraft-downdraft structure with warm
ing in the updrafts and cooling in the downdrafts. The combined effects of
perturbation-pressure gradients, buoyancy and precipitation loading were re
sponsible for maintaining vigorous convection of the downdrafts which produced
the strong diverging outflow at low levels.
The purpose of this study is to investigate, via a retrieval method, the
kinematic, dynamic, and thermodynamic structures of a multiple microburst
producing thunderstorm, which occurred on 5 August 1982 in Colorado. Unlike
the 14 July case which produced only a single microburst, the 5 August case
produced multiple microbursts ( more than two) , within a domain compara
ble to the 14 July 1982 case, during the storm's life time. For comparison,
the previously studied case (14 July) is called the simple case, while the case
under investigation (5 August) is referred to as the complex case hereafter.
Dual-Doppler data collected at 1845, 1847, and 1850 MDT analysis times were
objectively analyzed to produce a three-dimensional wind field. The domain of
interest had a horizontal dimension of 15 km by 15 km with five levels in the
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vertical. Because of the shallow volume scans, dual-Doppler data were avail- ·
able only in the layer from the surface to 1.25 km, covering the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL). Vertical velocities were computed by integrating the
anelastic continuity equation upward from the surface. Subsequently, fields of
deviation perturbation pressure and virtual temperature were recovered from
the derived winds using the three momentum equations. These retrieved fields,
together with the observed wind field, were then employed to investigate certain
important structural features and momentum and kinetic energy budgets of the
storm, which produced multiple microbursts in the ABL.
In Part I of this study, emphasis is placed on the kinematic, dynamic and
thermodynamic structures of the complex case. A description of the data is
given in Section 2. In Section 3, computational procedures are presented. This
is follow�d by the discussion of results in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents
the conclusions.
2.

THE DATA

The synoptic situation at 0600 MDT 5 August 1982 featured a low pres
sure system in southwest Kansas and southeast Montana (Fig. 1). A quasi-
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Fig. 1.

5

August

0600 MDT

The surface synoptic map at 0600 MDT 5 August 1982. The small box located i�
the state of Colorado indicates the JAWS area.
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stationary front connected the low pressure centers and bisected northeast Col. orado. The front moved slowly northeast during the day. The surface forcing
and upper-level dynamics were very weak on this day with the jet stream lo
cated from Oregon through Idaho and finally existing the United States through
northeast Montana. The De�ver sounding for 1800 MDT 5 August 1982 (Fig. 2)
features a well-mixed boundary layer extending to 1.5 km above ground level
(AGL). The lifting condensation level (LCL) is 650 mb (2 km), which is much
lower than that reported in Lin et al. (1987) for the simple case (approxi
mately at 3.5 km), see their Fig. 1. Note the unusual depth of the moist layer
(4 7 km) for a high plains storm and the general lack of mid-level dry air.
A cross-comparison between the sounding for 14 July (simple case) and that
for 5 August (complex case) reveals different characteristics. The simple case
had a much lower mixing ratio (4.5 g/kg), a shallow moist layer (1.5 km) and
little directional shear in the ABL. Conversely, the complex case had relatively
high mixing ratio (6.5 g/kg), a deeper moist layer (3 km), and winds backing
sharply with height below 3 km. Further, both soundings exhibited conditional
-

/
8
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Fig. 2.

The Denver sounding release at 1800 MDT 5 August 1982. Heights are in kilometers

AGL.
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instability with little lift required or increase of temperature necessary to induce
convection.
Dual-Doppler data, obtained from CP-3 and CP-4 centered at 1845, 1847,
and 1850 MDT, were considered in this study. A JAWS network and the com
putational domain are displayed in Fig. 3. At the times of analyses, the mi
crobursts and the parent storm were nearly stationary. Some kinetic aspects
of this storm were reported in Elmore et al. (1987) using the reduced domain.
The data were strictly checked to meet the prespecified criteria. Folded data
were corrected and ground clutters were removed. Only those data with a high
signal-to-noise ratio were accepted for analysis in each slab. All variables within
a slab were interpolated onto horizontal Cartesian grids (31 x 31), with a grid
spacing of 0.5 km using a 1.75 km scan radius. There were five equally spaced
analysis levels in the vertical ranging from 0.25 to 1.25 km.
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Fig. 3.

3.

A JAWS network showing the locations of three NCAR Doppler radars, CP-2,
CP-3, and CP-4, and 27 PAM stations (solid dot) . The shaded box represents the
domain of interest (15 km by 15 km).

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

We employed the method suggested by Armijo (1969) to derive the hori
zontal wind components (u, v ) from two radial velocity equations, the anelastic
continuity equation, and an empirical formula of terminal fall speed. For detail,
see studies by Lin et al. (1987) and Lin and Hughes (1987). Vertical veloci-
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ties (w) were computed from the anelastic continuity equation by integrating
upward from the surface assuming w 0 at the surface.
The derived wind field is subject to both random and non-random errors.
Using the technique similar to that of Wilson et al. (1984), an error analysis
was conducted. Our finding shows that the combined errors due to statistical
uncertainty in the radial velocity estimates and geometrical considerations are
approximately 1"' 2 m/s for the horizontal-derived winds. For vertical velocity
calculation, the uncertainty in thew estimate is more difficult to determine since
it is closely related to errors in horizontal divergence, boundary conditions,
etc. ·Using the real storm Doppler data, Nelson and Brown (1987) showed
that the accuracy of w is generally within 10% in the area with maximum
updraft/downdraft speed. Once the detailed wind field was derived, fields of
deviation perturbation pressure and virtual temperature from their horizontal
averages were retrieved from the three momentum equations (Gal-Chen, 1978).
The momentum equations in a moving coordinate system can be written
as
=

8p'
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pg+ az

-
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where the prime represents the perturbation quantity; Du/Dt, Dv / Dt, and
Dw / Dt are accelerations along the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively; fi ( i
1, 2, 3) denotes the forces other than the pressure gradient force per unit volume;
and other symbols have their conventional meanings.
In the preceding equations, the precipitation drag term in . was esti
/
mated from the rainwater mixing ratio, qr, by relating qr empirically to radar
reflectivity. The frictional term was formulated based on the parameterization
of Klemp and Wilhelmson ( 1978). For details, see Lin et al. ( 1987).
The horizontal perturbation-pressure equation at a given level was derived
from (1) and (2) to yield
=
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(4)

Equation (4) was solved by successive overrelaxation (SOR) with the Neumann
boundary condition. The unique solution of Eq. (4) exists only if the horizontal
average of P', denoted by (P'), is removed from P' in Eq. (4).
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Once the field of deviation perturbation pressure (P�) is obtained, the
deviation virtual temperature field (T:d) can :I>e calculated from the buoyancy
equation, i.e.,

T:d

=

Tv
g

{ (Dwt - {Dw)t ) + _!_Po BP� +g(q,.
D

VAC

D

az

-

(q,.)) - (Fz
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VP G

-

(Fz))

(5)

VFF

where terms VAC, VPG, RWL, and VFF represent the contributions of verti
cal acceleration, vertical perturbation-pressure gradient, rainwater loading, and
friction, respectively, to T:d. The retrieved temperature represents a virtual
cloud temperature since it accounts for both deviation of virtual temperature
perturbation and cloud water content (Roux et al., 1984).
It must be pointed out that only under error-free conditions are the de
duced horizontal pressure gradients in exact balance with the right-hand side
of Eqs. (1) and (2). But for real storm data, P' is a least-squares solution. Gal
Chen and Hane (1981) proposed a measure of the relative error, E,., in pressure
retrieval, defined as

8
ff { ( Bx - Ff"+ ( BBy - G)2 } dxdy
E,. =
ff(F2 + G2)dxdy
p'

-

p'

-

( 6)

This relationship is necessary but not sufficient. Thus, E,. should only be con
sidered as a relative measure of "goodness" of fit of the perturbation-pressure
gradients and the known functions F and G. It is also necessary to examine the
physical consistency of thermodynamic variables with respect to the storm's
kinematic structure at the analysis time.
4.

DISCUSS ION OF RESULTS

The kinematic structure of the 5 August 1982 case was reported in Elmore
al. (1986) using the reduced domain (4.5 km x4.5 km) centered at microburst
Ml. The objective analysis employed was the Cressman (1959) interpolation
scheme with an influence radius equal to the grid spacing of 150 m. They used
the 150 m horizontal grid spacing to calculate fields of convergence/ divergence
and vertical velocity starting from the lowest level near 50 m AGL. Results
showed that strong downward motion up to 10 m/ s occurs inside the microburst.
Unlike the k�ematic study by Elmore et al. (1986), our study is focused
on the dynamic and thermodynamic study of a microburst-producing storm
via a thermodynamic retrieval method. As noted earlier, this type of study
req_uires first, second and third derivatives in velocity. Therefore, the wind field
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must be much smoother than that for the kinematic study. We employed the
Barnes (1973) type weighting function with a scan radius of 1.75 km in our
objective analysis. The horizontal grid spacing was 0.5 km which is about 3.5
times larger than that of Elmore et al. Because of the differences in spatial
resolution , objective analysis and the lowest level considered between the two
studies, we expect that our results in vertical velocity will be much weaker than
that reported in Elmore et al. (1986) for the same microburst. These points
must be taken into consideration when our results are analyzed and interpreted.
4.1 Horizontal Distribution of Storm-Relative Wind and
Radar Reflectivity
The derived horizontal storm-relative wind fields at 0.25, . 0. 75, and
1.25 km in the ABL for 1845 MDT are depicted in Fig. 4. Heights are in
kilometers AGL, and distances are in kilometers from the CP-2 radar (Fig. 3).
In the displays, the x-axis is directed toward 105° (E) and the y-axis is toward
15° (N). Contours of radar reflectivity in 5 dBZ increments are superimposed
on the wind fields. Line AB in Fig. 4a signifies the cross section to be presented
later in Figs. 10 to 11. At 0.25 km (Fig. 4a) , two microbursts, Ml and M2, are
observed in the highest reflectivity regions (Z > 50 dBZ). The dominant mi
croburst is the Ml feature, whose center is located at (x = -2, y = -23.5). A
pronounced diverging outflow from the center of Ml is evident. Part of this out
flow air moves toward the east or southeast, colliding with the northwestward
environmental flow to form a gust front (GF), see the dashed line in Fig. 4a. As
a result, upward motion prevails along the GF. A distinct cyclonic circulation
with the center (c) located at (0, -25.5) occurs over the southern portion of
the GF. Such a mesocyclone-like vortex is due to the interaction between the
southeast environmental flow and the microburst outflow from the northwest,
where the horizontal wind shear is maximized. It extends from the surface to
0.75 km (Fig. 4b).
Unlike Ml noted earlier, M2 does not have an apparent diverging outflow
from its center, especially in the southeast part of M2. Examination of wind
field reveals that the combined flow of the environmental wind, which is from
the southeast at 4 m/s at this level, and the northwestward outflow from Ml
almost completely overwhelms M2. It is not obvious from the horizontal wind
flow that Ml and M2 are separate microbursts. However, fields of vertical
velocity, perturbation and temperature deviations to be presented later confirm
the presence of M2.
The horizontal wind field at 0.5 km (to be shown later) is very similar
to that at 0.25 km depicted in Fig. 4a. Interesting features, e.g., the GF,
microbursts Ml and M2, a mesocyclone-like vortex and the diverging outflow
associated with Ml, are also observed at 0.5 km. However, a dramatic change
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(b)

(c)
Fig.

4.

Horizontal storm-relative wind fields with re:O.ectivity contours superimposed at (a}
0.25, (b) 0.75, and (c) 1.25 km for 1845 MDT. All heights are AGL. Contour interval
is 5 dBZ. North is indicated by an arrow. Distances are in kilometers from CP-2.
The dashed line represents the gust front (OF). The microburst center is labeled Ml,
M2, or M31 while the misocyclone center is denoted by a symbol x. 0 represents the
circulation center of a mesocyclone-like vortex. Line AB in panel (a) signifies the cross
section presented in Figs. 10 to 11. At the times of analysis, the microbursts and the
parent storm were almost stationary.
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takes place in the horizontal wind field at 0.75 km ( Fig. 4 b). The fl.ow is pre
dominantly from the southeast or south. The dominant fl.ow has thus become
almost exclusively environmental fl.ow in the horizontal plane with little horizon
tal eddying motion. The divergence field (not shown) indicates that this level
is nearly nondivergent for this particular microburst-producing storm. This
feature depicts a microburst diverging outflow, which is confined to the layer
between the surface and 0.75 km. The GF is not apparent at this level. The cy
clonic circulation center at the south end of the GF is located at {-0.5, -25.5),
although the circulation becomes an open wave. The cyclonic circulation ex
tends to about 0. 75 km of depth with ever increasing radius of rotation. The
circulation center (c) slightly tilts to the west with height. Also note that the
winds tend to blow parallel to the reflectivity contours to the northwest of M2
and to the southeast of the cyclonic circulation. This suggests that the strong
outflow of precipitation cooled air from the high reflectivity core, which oc
curred at lower levels {Fig. 4a) , is not taking place at the 0.75 km level. It also
suggests that entrainment of dry environmental air from fl.ow towards higher
reflectivity values is likewise absent.
At 1.25 km {F i g 4c) , the most significant change in the wind flow as com
pared to that at 0. 75 km is the increase in the crossing angle of environmental
flow from the low reflectivity regions ( southeast of Ml and northwest of M2)
towards the high-reflectivity cores associated with the descending precipitation
shafts. This shows that dry air entrainment occur.s at this level. Note that a
general cyclonic turning of the winds occurs around Ml and M2. A distinct
cyclonic circulation similar to the misocyclone of Fujita {1985) occurs with Ml.
Its circulation center (x), located at (-2.5, -23), is slightly to the west of the
Ml center at 0.25 km. Inflow of dry air into Ml is from the south and south
east, while inflow into M2 is from the north. Since Ml effectively scavenges
and blocks the incoming environmental wind, the M2 microburst circulation
is forced to obtain its supply of dry air from the north. As this southward
environmental wind meets with the northward wind near M2, a second miso
cyclone forms in the high reflectivity core with Z > 50 dBZ. The circulation
center (x) is located at (-5.5, -18.5) and is slightly to the northeast of the
M2 center at 0.25 km. Fujita (1985) described the misocyclone's role in a mi
croburst, enhancing precipitation loading. The two misocyclones observed in
Fig. 4c, however, act as pinwheels that funnel in, and efficiently collect, dry
environmental air in the 1,..., 1.5 km layer. As the dry air mixes with the moist
downflow air in the outskirt of the downdraft, evaporative cooling prevails over
that region, thereby enhancing negative buoyancy. Our temperature calculation
to be presented later will support this argument.
Figure 5 shows the storm-relative wind fields at 0.25, 0. 75, and 1.25 km
for 1850 MDT with reflectivity contours superimposed. At 0.25 km (Fig. Sa) ,
.
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Fig. 5.

Same as Fig. 4, except for 1850 MDT. Line CD in panel (a) signify the cross section
presented in Figs. 12 to 13.

the flow pattern undergoes some subtle but significant changes as compared to
that observed five minutes earlier (Fig. 4a). The major change is attributed to
the appearance of M3 at the eastern tail end of the bow echo associated with
Ml. The center of M3, located at (1.5, -23.5), is embedded within the 50 dBZ
reflectivity contour, indicative of precipitation processes. The GF (dashed line)
is quite evident, but it is bridged by M3 at its middle point. The presence of
M3 has forced the cyclonic grye (c) southeast along the GF to the sourthern
edge of the domain near (0, -26). The area of greatest cyclonic shear com
bined with interaction with warm, buoyant environmental air occurs at this
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point. The gyre is in a weaker state of organization. Similar to 1845 MDT,
the M2 microburst remabs embedded within the high-reflectivity core and is
influenced by the outflow of Ml and the environmental flow. There is a strong
flow of air toward lower reflectivity values from M2 and Ml. This shows that
precipitation cooled air is flowing toward the north from M2, undercutting the
buoyant environmental air. Recall from the discussion for 1845 MDT at higher
levels (Fig. 4c), the 1.25 km fl.ow is opposite in direction and is toward the
high-reflectivity values from the north.
The O. 75 km wind and reflectivity pattern (Fig. Sb) shows the dominance
of the environmental flow. As during the 1845 MDT case (Fig. 4b), the flow in
the inflow region southeast of Ml and northwest of M2 is almost parallel to the
reflectivity contours, except at the northern fringe of the M2 inflow. The GF
appears to maintain its structure at this height; whereas, at 1845 MDT, it had
largely disappeared. The GF is apparently strengthened, even at higher levels,
by the growth of the M3 microburst. Unlike at 1845 MDT, the misocyclone
(x) has appeared at the head of the bow echo near Ml at (-3, -24.5). The
descent of the misocyclone to 0. 75 km from the levels aboye indicates that
the micro burst system has intensified at 1850 MDT. The presence of greater
reflectivity suggests that as the reflectivity core descends, and the system spins
up, the misocyclone can extend to lower levels because the spin up compresses
the circulation.
At 1.25 km (Fig. Sc), the reflectivity pattern :remains very similar to that
at O.7S km. Thre� microbursts are still embedded within the high-reflectivity
regions with Z > SO dBZ. The misocyclones are well organized at this level.
The head of the Ml bow echo contains a well-defined misocyclone (x) at (-3,
-24.5). Even the M2 microburst has developed a well-defined misocyclone (x)
to its east at (-5, -19). The increased organization of the microbursts, coupled
with the increased value of downward motion and the previously noted descent
and compression of the misocyclone, suggests that the spin up of the misocy
clone parallels the increase in intensity of the surface layer microburst. The
microburst systems are therefore intensifying. In addition, the source region
of dry environmental inflow into M2 now includes environmental air from the
northeast of the misocyclone circulation. The reflectivity pattern is evolving
from an amorphous triangular region at 1845 MDT to a bow-shaped reflectiv
ity return. The strong inflow winds to the rear of the bow echoes (south for
Ml and east for M2) diminish as they cross the reflectivity gradient. The wind
emerges on the other side at only a fraction of its former magnitude. There
must be a momentum and kinetic energy transfer downward in the downdrafts
to account for this discrepancy. In a separate paper, Lin and Coover (1990)
examined this point in detail.
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4.2 Horizontal Distribution of Vertical Velocity
Figure 6 displays isotachs of vertical velocity at 0.5 and 1 km for 1845
MDT. At 0.5 �m (Fig. 6a), upward motion (hatched) prevails along the GF,
while downward motion dominates in the microburst regions. The Ml mi
croburst center matches well with the -2 m/s contour. A value of -1 m/s
vertical motion, associated with M2, is removed from the region of highest
refiectivities, and is displaced downward from the combined mean flow and out
flow from Ml as the outflow from Ml overwhelms M2's divergent structure. The
maximum divergence is thus shifted to the downwind side of M2. An important
characteristic of the w field is that it clearly delineates Ml and M2. Both Ml
and M2 are located in an area of sinking motion. A ring of upward mo�ion virtu
ally surrounds Ml and M2, even in the area between Ml and M2. Such features
extend to the 1 km level (Fig. 6b) with much stronger upward and downward
motions. The vortex center of a cyclonic circulation (c) along the GF is located
at (-1, -24.5), which slightly tilts toward the northwest compared to that at
0.5 km due to the effect of environmental How. Once again, both Ml and M2
are in the regions of downward motion. Centers of the downdrafts match well
with the high-reflectivity cores, indicative of the importance of precipitation
loading in maintaining the downdrafts and the microbursts at low levels. The
misocyclone's circulation center (x), associated with M2, is located at (-5.5,
-18.5) and is in the �rea of strong downward motion (w < -2 m/s). Similarly,
the circulation center of the Ml misocyclone, located at (-2.5, -23.5), is also
Vertical Velocity ( m/s)

Fig.

6.

!
7-

. �o '<M

Ver11cal Velocity (,m/s ]

The distribution of vertical velocity in meters per second for 1845 MDT at (a) 0.5;
and (b ) 1 km. Contour interval is 1 m/s with positive values hatched. Centers of
the microbursts at 0.25 km are marked. The dashed line represents the gust front
{GF).
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in the area of maximum downdraft speed (w < -2 m/s). These produced Ml
and ¥2 at low levels, are governed by the misocyclones which exhibit a distinct
cyclonic rotation. Such features were not observed in the simple case, Lin and
Hughes (1987).
Fields of vertical velocity at 0.5 and 1 km for 1850 MDT are displayed in
Fig. 7. At 0.5 km (Fig. 7a), the w features the bow echo containing Ml and
M3, having a maximum value of -2 m/s near the Ml microburst. An updraft
velocity of 2 m/s is associated with the GF between Ml and M3. This value
is double the value for 1845 MDT (Fig. 6a). The Ml downdraft has the same
µiagnitude as l845 MDT, but M3 is assisting in making the bow echo an area
of downward motion. A semi-circle of downward motion surrounds the updraft.
The intensification of convergence and upward motion near the GF appears
due to M3's intensification. While the microburst M2 is not obvious from the
horizontal wind pattern, it is more apparent from the w pattern. Notice how
M2 is separated from Ml and M3 by an area of upward motion between the
two systems. M2 was not classified as a separate system by storm cataloguers
based on the horizontal wind shear requirements for a microburst (Wilson et
al., 1984). It is apparent from the w field that two distinct centers of downward
motion are present, which correspond well to the high reflectivity cores. The
result suggests that the present convention of classifying micro bursts is based on
the singular, isolated microburst event. A broader definition based on the total
storm structure to include the vertical velocity field may prove more accurate.
At 1 km (Fig. 7b), the w field depicts that the bow echoes are elongated areas
of downward motion. The microbursts are surrounded by areas of upward
motion caused by gust fronts and other convergence zones. The magnitude of
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the updrafts and downdrafts has increased from the values presented at 1845
MDT (Fig. 6b). Note that two centers of the misocyclones, located at ( 3
-24) and (-5, -19) for Ml and M2, respectively, are in the areas of maximum
downward motion (w < -2 m/s) in agreement with those presented at 1845
MDT (Fig. 6b).
-

,

4.3 Horizontal Distribution of Deviation Perturbation Pressure
As described in Section 3, values of the deviation perturbation pressure

(P�) at a given height were recovered from the Doppler derived winds using

the horizontal pressure Eq. (4). Momentum checks were then performed to
estimate the relative errors, Er, in pressure retrievals. Values of momentum
ch�ckS range from 0.20 to 0.40, indicating a good balance between the horizontal
perturbation-pressures gradients and the horizontal accelerations of airflow.
The retrieved P� fields in hPa (mb) for both analysis times at 0.5 km are
presented in Fig. 8. In the displays, storm-relative winds are superimposed.
Notice that the horizontal flow pattern is quite similar in character to that at
0.25 km presented earlier. Features such as the GF, microburst outflow, and
cyclonic circulation are also found at this level for both times. At 1845 MDT
(Fig. Sa), high pressure occurs in the microburst areas, while low pressure is
located along the GF and generally surrounds the microbursts. This finding is
consistent with that reported in Lin et al. (1987) and Lin and Hughes (1987)
for the simple case. A pronounced horizontal perturbation-pressure gradient
is generally required to balance the microburst diverging outflow at low levels.
The mesocyclone-like vortex (c) on the GF noted earlier has low pressure due
o. :;o Kl1

'10

(a)
Fig. 8.

-5

Pressure ( mb )

10 111s;;:c

1 sso

0
KM EAS7 CF CP-2

The distribution of deviation perturbation pressure in hPa {mb) for ( a) 1845, and
(b) 1850 MDT at 0.5 km. Contour interval is 0.1 mb with positive v�ues shaded.
Horizontal storm-relative winds are superimposed. Centers of the m1crobursts at
0.25 km are marked. The dashed line represents the gust front (GF).
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to its rotation. Inspection of Fig. 8 further reveals that the retrieved P� field
as a whole is in agreement with the horizontal flow field.
A similar pressure pattern is observed at 1850 MDT (Fig. Sb) . However,
horizontal pressure gradients are much stronger than those at 1845 MDT. The
difference is attributed to the intensification of Ml and M2, and the appear
ance of M3 mentioned previously. As the microbursts intensify, the horizontal
diverging outflow at low levels also strengthens. As a result, much stronger hor
izontal pressure gradients are needed in order to balance the stronger diverging
outflow.
4.4 Horizontal Distribution of Deviation Virtual Temperature
Horizontal distributions of deviation perturbation temperature (T!a) for
both times at 0.5 km are displayed in Fig. 9. The temperature field is retrieved
from the buoyancy Eq. (5) using the information of derived w and vertical
perturbation-pressure gradients. Since both quantities are subject to uncer
tainty, temperature retrieval in general is less reliable than pressure retrieval
( Gal-Chen, 1978) . Further, the retrieved field is the deviation from its hori
zontal average rather than the deviation from the environmental temperature
at the same height. Therefore caution must be exercised in interpreting the
result. At 1845 MDT (Fig. 9a) , a broad region of relative cooling (T;d < 0) is
observed in conjunction with Ml and M2. Such cooling is mainly attributed
to the evaporation of raindrops in the downdraft. Since downflow air in the
downdraft column is relatively weak, embedded raindrops can evaporate fast
enough to maintain a moist-adiabatic descent. The maximum cooling occurs at
the level where the vertical velocity is reduced to practically zero ( Srivastava,
1985) . For these reasons, air within the microburst areas will be colder than
the surroundings, resulting in a negatively buoyant outflow from the microburst
center. Further, a microburst with weak to moderate descending speed, such
as the one being investigated in this study, will have a cold core as depicted in
Fig. 9. This result is different from that reported in Lin and Hughes (1987) for
the simple case, in which a warm core microburst was observed with a strong
downflow at low levels. In the regions outside the microbursts, on the other
hand, relative warming (T;d > 0) prevails, especially in the weak reflectivity ar
eas to the north and northeast of Ml and M2. A distinct temperature contrast
is found across the GF with warming to its east and southeast. Note that the
environmental air enters form the southeast side of the GF at this level.
A quite similar temperature pattern is also observed at 1850 MDT
· (Fig. 9b) . However, horizontal temperature gradients in the vicinity of the
microbursts have increjl.Sed considerably as compared to those at 1845 MDT.
This is caused by the intensification of Ml and M2, and the presence of M3 at
1850 MDT described previously.
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0
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Same as Fig. 8, except for deviation perturbation temperature. Contour interval is
1°0 with positive values hatched.

4.5 Northwest-southeast Vertical Cross Section
As noted earlier, the retrieved fields of pressure and temperature are the
deviations from their horizontal averages rather than the deviations from the
environmental means. The unknown area means are still functions of height
and will vary from level to level. Hence, vertical cross sections of pressure
and temperature must be carefully interpreted with the unknown means in
mind. Nevertheless, we found that some useful information of the microburst's
dynamics and structure can still be extracted from the cross-sectional analyses.
Figure 10 depicts fields of reflectivity (Z) in relation to storm-relative wind, and
vertical velo_city (w ) along line AB in Fig. 4a at 1845 MDT. This cross section
passes through M2, Ml, the GF and the updraft with a cyclonic circulation.
The fl.ow is generally from the southeast (right) to northwest (left) with an area
between (0, -26) and (-2, -24), where the fl.ow forms a (vertical) cyclonic
circulation underneath the GF (Fig. lOa). This circulation is the cross-sectional
view of the cyclonic vortex (c) shown in Fig. 4a. It is a vortex ring induced by
the interaction between the microburst outflow and the environmental inflow.
For detail, see studies by Fujita (1985), Lin and Hughes (1987), etc. This
interaction results in upward motion in the vicinity of the GF {Fig. lOb). The
Ml feature is clearly seen in the w display and is embedded within the high
reflectivity region (Z > 50 dBZ). This suggests that precipitation loading
may have played an important role in the maintenance of the downdraft that
produced Ml at low levels. To the northwest of Ml near (-6, -20), some
evidence of downward motion exists at,higher levels, showing the approximate
location of M2. However, the magnitude of downward motion for M2 is much
smaller than that for Ml at 1845 MDT. Like Ml, M2 is also located in the high-
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Vertical cross sections along line AB in Fig. 4a at 1845 MDT showing fields of
(a) storm-relative wind and reflectivity (Z} in dBZ, and (b) vertical velocity (w)
in meters per second. Contour intervals are 10 dBZ and 0.5 m/s for Z and w,
respectively, with negative values dashed. Centers of the microbursts near the
surface are marked. The heavy dashed line represents the gust front (GF) .

reflectivity core, indicating the importance of precipitation processes in relation
to the microburst occurrence. Between Ml and M2, there is a small region of
upward motion in the relatively weak reflectivity region ( Z < 30 dB Z). This
narrow zone clearly separates Ml from M2, illustrating that Ml and M2 are
two separate events under the same storm system.
The pressure calculation (Fig. lla) reveals that high pressure forms in
the microburst areas with low pressure in the strong outflow regions. This
result is consistent with that reported in Lin and Hughes (1987). Note that the
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intervals are 0.1 mb and 1° for � and T!d, respectively, with negative values dashed.

relationship between the magnitude of diverging outflow and pressure across
the microburst was presented in Fig. 4 of Lin and Hughes (1987). The pressure
distribution reveals that an area of high pressure on the extreme right side
of the cross section accelerates the fl.ow toward an. area of relatively weak low
pressure near the GF. High pressure forms in the inner region of Ml at (-2,
-24). Horizontal pressure gradients are directed from the high pressure center
toward the right and left to balance the strong diverging outflow associated with
Ml at low levels. In the same manner, the descending motion of M2 results
in high pressure inside the microburst core at (-6, -20) with low pressure
on its left ( 8 -18). A strong horizontal pressure gradient (approximately
-

,
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0.2 mb/km) develops from M2 to its left toward the northwest in balance with
the northwestward outflow over that region. The temperature pattern (Fig. 11b)
also reveals some interesting features. The air to the right of the GF is warm
environmental air from the southeast. As the warmer air collides with the
negatively buoyant outflow ?f Ml near (0, -26), the GF forms which in turn
forces the buoyant environmental air upward. The lifted air rapidly rises and
.
adiabatically cools to form a coId pocket (-2° C) up to 0.5 km. As the flow
becomes more horizontal northwest of the most intense cooling, the cooling is
reduced and the cold pocket in conjunction with the descending air occurs.
As the air approaches the surface, the fl.ow becomes more horizontal and the
downward velocity weakens until a cool anomaly (-2° C) is formed near the
ground, due to evaporative cooling of the slowly descending air. A similar
pattern also occurs in M2 except the cooling at low levels is much weaker. This
is attributed to the fact that Ml is more intense than M2 at the time of analysis
(see Figs. 10 and 11 for comparison).
Figures 12 and 13 show the northwest-southeast cross section along line
CD in Fig. Sa at 1850 MDT. This cross section also passes through M2, Ml,
the GF, and the updraft with a cyclonic circulation noted earlier. Notice that
patterns of the storm-relative wind and reflectivity (Fig. 12a) resemble those at
1845 MDT. However, the microbursts, Ml and M2, have intensified considerably
with much stronger downward motion (Fig. 12b). In particular, M2 shows a
drastic increase in magnitude from -1.5 to -3 m/s near the 1.25 km level.
In the downdraft column, a downward transport of mass is enhanced, causing
a mass accumulation near the surface. This, in turn, results in larger high
pressure (0.3 mb) in M2 (Fig. 13a). It is surrounded by low pressure to its left
(-0.3 mb) and right (-0.1 mb). A much stronger horizontal pressure gradient,
up to 0.3 mb/km, is from the center of M2 to the northwest in support of the
strong outflow over that region. In the same manner, high pressure also forms in
Ml with relatively ,weak low pressure to its right and left. Pronounced horizontal
pressure gradients are directed outward from the center of Ml to maintain the
microburst outflow seen in Fig. 12a. The temperature pattern (Fig. 13b) also
exhibits some structural changes of Ml and M2 at this time. The intensification
of M2 results in the temperature deficit (-1° C) in the microburst area, and the
temperature excess (2° C) in the outlying area. A strong horizontal temperature
gradient (about 2°C/km) is observed across M2 in conjunction with the strong
horizontal pressure gradient noted earlier. The cooling is primarily caused by
evaporation in the downflow air. A similar feature is also found in Ml except
the horizontal temperature gradient is weaker.
5.

CONCLUS IONS

The Doopler derived winds and the retrieved thermodynamic variables
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Vertical cross sections along line CD in Fig. Sa at 1850 MDT showing fields of (a)
storm�relative wind and reflectivity (Z) in dBZ, and (b) vertical velocity (w) in
meters per second.

were used to study the kinematic, dynamic and thermodynamic structures o.f a
multiple microburst-producing storm in Colorado. Results show that:
(1) A mesocyclone-like circulation occurs in the vicinity of the GF where the
environmental wind and horizontal wind shear are a maximum.
(2) A misocyclone circulation may occur above the microburst at levels above
0. 7 km in the downdraft column. It intensifies in unison with the bow
echo. The rotation head of the bow echo is coincident with the misocy
clone.
(3) The mesocyclone-like vortex on the GF interacts with the misocyclone to
feed dry environmental air into the misocyclone circulation, which in turn
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·

assists in entraining and mixing dry environmental air with the saturated
downdraft.
(4) The downdraft that produced a microburst at low levels matches well with
the high-reflectivity core, indicative of the importance of precipitation
loading in maintaining a downfl.ow.
(5) The retrieved pressure and temperature fields are consistent with the
storm's fl.ow field and updraft-downdraft structure. High pressure forms
in the microburst inner core with low pressure in the surrounding strong
wind areas. Pronounced horizontal pressure gradients develop across the
microburst to balance the diverging outflow at the lowest levels.
(6) The wet microburst with a weak downfl.ow will have a cold core since
the evaporation of raindrops cools the air more effectively, especially in
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the area where the vertical velocity is very small or nearly zero. Con
versely, the wet microburst with a strong downfl.ow will have a warm core
structure.
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